Our planning application
proposals
Welcome to our exhibition on the planning
application proposals for the Marl Hill
section of the Haweswater Aqueduct
Resilience Programme (HARP).
We manage, treat, and supply clean, fresh water to around seven
million people across North West England every day, using a huge
network of pipes, helping everyone to go about their daily activities
without a second thought when you turn on the tap. The Haweswater
Aqueduct has played a major part in keeping the North West flowing
since it was built in the 1950s - supplying water to homes and
businesses in Cumbria, Lancashire and Greater Manchester.

What our
proposals mean
for the local area

Securing fresh drinking
water for generations

The creation of jobs locally
and in the North West

Huge investment into local
and regional economy
Original construction of the Haweswater Aqueduct

Why are we carrying out this work?
To make sure that the aqueduct continues to provide a secure and longterm water supply for future generations we carried out surveys and
investigations of the 110km aqueduct. This highlighted that essential
work is required to replace some sections of the pipeline, which would
significantly reduce the risk to both water quality and supply.

Opportunities to improve
our local area and engage
communities

Since 2017 we have undertaken a series of consultations with residents,
customers and stakeholders to help us in developing our plans.
Throughout the following boards, animations and interactive maps,
you will be able to see how we have responded to the feedback given
through all stages of our consultation and how we hope to secure
fresh drinking water for people across the North West for generations
to come.

Regional health benefits

The biggest consultation
in United Utilities’ history
In 2017, we began consulting on how we should
approach securing the fresh water supply for our
residents and businesses across the North West.
We consulted around 2,500 people about how they
wanted us to tackle the issue, giving residents and
businesses five options and details on how each
proposal could impact on their bills. Following this
exercise, a clear preferred option was identified
which would see all tunnel sections of the
aqueduct rebuilt.
In 2019, we embarked on an extensive consultation
process with customers and stakeholders to further
help us develop our proposed plans to replace six
tunnel sections of the aqueduct.

Our consultation in numbers
20,000 information
newsletters delivered
Over 2,000
interviews
37 hours of
focus groups
12,539 virtual
exhibition visits
82,486 people reached
on social media
Over 2,000 feedback
responses

Consultation with stakeholders
Prior to engaging with the wider public, we
engaged hundreds of stakeholders including
representatives from Ribble Valley Borough
Council, local highways authorities, Highways
England, Lancashire County Council, Natural
England, Environment Agency and landowners.
Relevant councillors, community representatives
and special interest groups have also been engaged
and offered opportunities to meet with the project
team to provide their feedback.

Public consultation
Following the initial consultation with stakeholders,
we began preparing for the engagement with the
wider local communities that could be impacted
by the proposals. This began in March 2020,
with 11 physical public exhibitions planned across
the pipeline route. We successfully managed to
complete six of the planned events, attracting over
250 people that came along to meet our team and
provide their valuable feedback. Unfortunately, due
to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
social distancing guidelines we had to cancel the
remaining five events.
To enable us to continue our consultation and
provide the opportunity to gain important feedback
we transferred our plans to an online virtual
exhibition, which we launched in July 2020.
Over 20,000 newsletters were distributed to the
impacted areas promoting the website, along with
extensive media engagements and social media
advertising.

Your feedback
In total 12,539 people
visited the HARP website,
with 2,355 feedback
responses submitted
to the project team.

Of all the website visitors, 1,354 visited the specific
section on the Marl Hill proposals and 658 feedback
responses were received.
Throughout the feedback, a number of consistent
themes emerged, with local residents and business
owners highlighting key issues or concerns which,
where possible, we have sought to address in our
planning application proposals.
A breakdown of the key themes identified during
the consultation are detailed below:

Comment

Frequency

People believing that HARP is needed

67%

People supporting HARP proposals

64%

People who agree that securing North West water is “Vital”

59%

People concerned with impact on highways network

30%

People who believe traffic will increase because of the proposals

27%

People concerned with safety during construction

18%

People worried about negative impact for pedestrians, cyclists and horse-riders

17%

People concerned about noise or vibrations from construction

7%

How we arrived at our proposals
Following the public consultation our team of planners, engineers, environmental specialists and other
project members analysed all the feedback received and developed the proposed plans for the planning
application that will be submitted to Ribble Valley Borough Council in June 2021
All feedback was considered and, where possible, fed into the proposals. A Statement of Community
Involvement, outlining the consultation and feedback received, will be submitted alongside each of the
final planning applications. Your local council will make this publicly available to view.

Our proposed construction sites
The Marl Hill section runs between two points off Slaidburn Road, north
of Waddington and would be constructed using two compound areas:
Bonstone and Braddup. In the interactive map you will see outlined…
• COMPOUNDS – Our main working areas that are needed for constructing the new tunnels and
connecting to the existing water network
• RED LINE BOUNDARY – This is the maximum extent of any of our work. Between the main compounds
is a 24 metre corridor within with the new tunnel would be constructed underground. Immediately
around our working areas, within the red line boundary would be used for temporary activities including
the storage of material and land re-profiling, access and parking, and environmental protection such as
surface water lagoons
• CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC ROUTES – The way our construction vehicles will have to travel to access
our compounds
• ROAD ALTERATIONS – Temporary road alterations along the construction traffic routes to facilitate the
safe use of the local roads during our work
The Marl Hill tunnel is around 4 kilometres and would be constructed up to 115 metres below the ground
using a Tunnel Boring Machine working between the two areas. Construction would take place at the same
time as construction for the Bowland Tunnel, which will be carried out from nearby Newton-in-Bowland.
Most of our work takes place below the ground with little long-term above ground impact though due to the
nature of the existing rural road network our proposals include work within the wider local area to facilitate
our construction traffic. We have worked closely with local communities and Lancashire County Council
Highways Authority to develop these proposals and our planning application will include a temporary haul
road around Newton-in-Bowland and an option to bypass Clitheroe, Chatburn, Grindleton, West Bradford
and parts of Waddington via a temporary haul road and bridge over the River Ribble. The inclusion of this
option in our proposals will be confirmed through the planning determination process.
Once the Tunnel Boring Machine sets off it will run 24-hours a day. This would require some activities to be
carried out during the night within the site compound area but this would be less than during the daytime,
with only essential activities taking place. All construction traffic would be limited to normal working
hours which are between 7am – 7pm Monday to Friday and 7am – 1pm on Saturdays, and during night-time
working special lighting would be used that is directed towards working areas. This would keep noise and
light pollution to a minimum, recognising the local Dark Skies area.
Where there are public rights of way that interface with our temporary working areas, we would use crossing
points to ensure they remain open. We will also be working with owners of local private water supplies to
protect the quality and flow during construction and where necessary we would provide alternatives.

On the next board you will find our latest proposals for the two proposed compound areas, which we
will be submitting a planning application for in June. These have been developed following feedback
received from local communities and stakeholders. We have also produced a Frequently Asked Questions
document which you can view in the virtual exhibition.

Bonstone compound
(Ribble Valley Borough Council)
This is where the Tunnel Boring
Machine would finish constructing
the Marl Hill section and be taken
from the ground through a 15 metre
diameter shaft. Our work here would
take around 18 months.
To access the site from the B6478
(Slaidburn Road) we plan to
construct a temporary access track
to avoid travelling directly past an
adjacent residential property.
We would work here during our
normal hours, with a period of
around eight weeks where we would
need to work during the night to
carry out specific activities, such
as removing the Tunnel Boring
Machine.

Braddup compound
The Braddup compound would be our main working area for the Marl Hill
section and is where construction of the new pipeline would start. The
Tunnel Boring Machine used to construct the new tunnelled pipeline would
be put into the ground through a 15 metre diameter shaft.
Our work here would take around four years with further time for land
reinstatement and is split into the following three parts;
• E
 nabling works – Including highway improvements, creating construction
access, vegetation clearance, public rights of way diversions, earthworks,
establishing compound working areas
• C
 onstruction works – Including shaft construction, management of
material including waste, tunnel construction, and open-cut pipework
construction
• C
 ommissioning works – Including land reinstatement
To support the Tunnel Boring Machine, we would need to work here
continuously, 24 hours a day, for around two years during the construction
works phase. This is expected to start from 2025 and will take place at the
same time as tunnelling for the proposed Bowland section is underway.
Access to the Braddup compound would be from Slaidburn Road and along
a one kilometre temporary haul road, using the line of an existing access
track for much of its length, which would avoid the need for our construction
vehicles to use Cross Lane.

Example of a compound area

Highways
Ribble Valley
To carry out our work in the Ribble Valley area,
construction vehicles would need to use local,
rural roads. We are aware that there are a number of
restrictions in the area such as bridges and pinch points
at existing structures and local people raised concerns
during our consultation.
Many of the vehicle movements for this work would
be to take surplus material from the construction of
the new tunnel off our site. This surplus material from
the Bowland tunnel and the Marl Hill Tunnel would be
taken to Waddington Fell Quarry which would help to
reduce the number of vehicles through the road network
near to Clitheroe. The increase of vehicle movements
is expected to be around 10% more than usual. Most
of those additional vehicle movements would be large
construction vehicles.
The additional number of vehicle movements of all
vehicles needed to support our work would vary
depending on the activity on the programme and section
of the road network. Most of the vehicle movements
would take place when the Tunnel Boring Machines
are constructing the Bowland Tunnel and the Marl Hill
tunnel, which will need to be done at the same time at
around two and a half years after we begin our work,
lasting for around two years.
To illustrate what you might expect, the following list
is an indication of the additional vehicle movements
needed to support our works, relating to different
parts of the road network. This is also illustrated in the
following board. As a variety of factors would change
the number of vehicle movements each hour, such as
the destinations and travel time along indicated routes,
loading and unloading times, and periods of time some of
our vehicles are held to avoid the school and commuter
travel times, the peak numbers indicated are an average.

• Between the A59 and our access to the Braddup
Compound
– T
 ypically between 3 and 9 vehicle movements
per hour with a peak averaging up to 16 per hour
• Between the access to the Braddup Compound
and Waddington Fell Quarry
– T
 ypically between 5 and 15 vehicle movements
per hour with a peak averaging up to 25 per hour
• Between Waddington Fell Quarry and the access
to the Bonstone Compound
– T
 ypically between 10 and 20 vehicle movements
per hour with a peak averaging up to 35 per hour
• B
 etween the access to the Bonstone Compound and
the access to the Newton-in-Bowland compound
– T
 ypically between 5 and 15 per hour with a peak
averaging up to 30 per hour
We have been in discussions with Lancashire County
Council since 2019 to assess route options. Our
proposals have developed significantly as a result of
these discussions and because of feedback from local
communities and stakeholders.
Our planning application will include two route options
for access to the Bonstone and Braddup compounds
for the Marl Hill tunnel. Route option one would utilise
the existing road network as indicated as our preferred
option during previous consultation. Route option two
would use a temporary haul road and bridge over the
River Ribble. Both route options that are proposed would
utilise a park and ride and vehicle holding area within the
Ribblesdale Cement Works, to reduce the number and
control the timing of all vehicles travelling to our working
areas. Ribble Valley Borough Council, in consultation
with their statutory and non-statutory consultees, will
determine which of these two options would be adopted
for this work should the programme receive planning
approval.

Highways
Key

Route option one - General loads
Route option one - Abnormal loads
Route option two

Newton-in-Bowland

Between the access to the Bonstone Compound
and the access to the Newton-in-Bowland compound
Typically between 5 and 15 per hour with a peak
averaging up to 30 per hour

Vehicles over 3.5 metres in height
(10% of vehicle movements)

Bonstone Compound
entrance
Bonstone
Compound

• P
 imlico Link Road ➔ Chatburn Road ➔
Crow Trees Brow ➔ Chatburn ➔ Ribble
Lane ➔ East View ➔ Grindleton Road
➔ West Bradford Road ➔ Waddington
Village ➔ Slaidburn Road ➔ Hallgate Hill
➔ Newton-in-Bowland compound

Between Waddington Fell Quarry and
the access to the Bonstone Compound
Typically between 10 and 20 vehicle movements
per hour with a peak averaging up to 35 per hour

Waddington Fell Quarry

Slaidburn Road

Between the access to the Braddup
Compound and Waddington Fell Quarry
Typically between 5 and 15 vehicle movements
per hour with a peak averaging up to 25 per hour

Route option two
All vehicles would use the same route,
regardless of height:
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Vehicles up to 3.5 metres in height
(90% of vehicle movements)
• P
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Additional work to support the construction traffic access
A series of road alterations and are proposed along with other traffic management such as speed restrictions and
traffic lights to ensure the road network can safely accommodate larger construction vehicles, to help minimise
conflicts with local traffic movements and maintain the flow of traffic.
Road alterations would involve junction modifications, creation of access points to our site, and widening of
the road. Modifications at the junction between Slaidburn Road and West Bradford Road, along Slaidburn Road,
The Fell Road and Hallgate Hill would be required for both options. If the construction traffic access follows route
option one, further modifications and traffic management, including temporary parking restrictions, would be
required through Chatburn, Grindleton, West Bradford and the top of Waddington village.
All works which fall within the highway owned land would be retained, by agreement, following the works.
Any modifications which encroach on third-party land would be reinstated on completion of the works.

Our proposals for Marl Hill

Click the map to go to our interactive map of the proposals

Next Steps
2021
June 2021
Planning
application
submitted

2022
Late 2021
Planning
decision

2023

Contract for construction
awarded

Construction period - Starting 2023, the Marl Hill
section will take four years to complete

What will be left
at the end?
Once this section is complete,
we will reinstate the land. Valve
houses and access points will
remain after construction. All
valve houses will be designed
to be in-keeping with the local
area and nearby properties.

An example of a rural valve house

2027
Removal of working
areas and reinstatement
of land

